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Introduction
The PEP-II Bunch Injection Efficiency software will correlate the measured beam
intensity in the PEP-II injection line with the bunch current monitored by the Bunch
Injection Control ioc (BIC06PEP00) during injection.

The functional requirements are to sample pulse-by-pulse data from the toroids in the
PEP-II injection line during injection. The toroid data collected would then be correlated
with the bunch current monitored by the BIC and displayed graphically on an EPICS
display and/or SCP graphics window using the SLC Correlation Plot Facility.

The Injection Efficiency software would start automatically during injection and would
end automatically when injection has completed or manually disabled from a SCP or
EPICS toggle button. Currently, it is not anticipated that the Injection Efficiency data will
be history buffered. However the idea of history buffering a summary of the data has
been suggested.

Background
Two toroids are currently installed in the PEP-II injection line, TORO.PI01.9404 and
TORO.PI11.6404. These devices are used to measure the intensity of the beam current
passing through the injection line for a particular bunch. The toroid current is read by the
BPM job in the micro and data is tagged with a pulse id number which indicates the
specific pulse on which the toroid reading was taken.

The bunch current monitor hardware located in IR6 provides the current for all buckets
in both PEP-II rings. One complete turn of the HER or LER ring consists of 3492 476-
MHz buckets. The data from the bunch current hardware is read by the LBL software
running in the BIC06HER00 and BIC06LER00 VXI crates. This bucket data is made
available to the BIC ioc through dual port memory shared with the VXI crates.
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The PEP-II Bunch Injection Control (BIC) software is driven by two injection request
queues, one for HER and one for LER. These queues reside in dual port memory
shared by the MPG micro MP00 and the BIC ioc (BIC06pep00). Through these queues,
software on the BIC request that the MPG deposit current into specific buckets. The BIC
can then read the bunch current for all buckets in the ring after injection has occurred. If
the MPG micro software is modified to put the pulse id for the buckets that were filled
into the shared memory, the BIC would then have a mechanism to tag bunch current
data with a pulse id. Since we will know which bunch is deposited into which bucket, a
determination can be made as to how much current has arrived at its final destination.

Issues
The following are a list of relavant questions and answers concerning the sampling of
toroid data and bunch current monitor data.

1. Which toroids, micros and ioc's would be involved in injection efficiency?
toroids:   TORO.PI01.9404
                TORO.PI11.6404
micros:   PI01, PI11, MP00
ioc:          BIC06PEP00

2. Does PI01 and PI11 currently use feedback loops?
•  Yes, the current feedback loops are

 FBCK:PI01,171     (NAME P2LEMTCH)
 FBCK:PI11,172     (NAME P2HEMTCH)

3. How can the software on the BIC ioc obtain pulse by pulse data from the PEP-II
Injection line toroids which measure beam intensity?

• A callable interface to the BPM Buffered Acquisition, bufacq_takedata() is available.
LImitations on the sample time and the amount of data per sample is enforced. This
utility is not designed to be usedn to sample BPM data over a prolonged periods of
time.

• The Feedback Job could be modified to collect toroid data . Since feedback
internally saves a ring buffer of 1,000 points for each device in a feedback loop the
desired toroid data would be collected automatically by micros PI01 and PI11 and
could be accessed easily from the scp.  The advantage of using the feedback job is
that a process running on the Alpha would not be competing with feedback for data
collection.

4. What is the maximum rate during pep-ii injection, at which toroid data can
reasonably be read by a process running on the Alpha, that calls bpm buffered
acquisition.

• BPM buffered acquisition can obtain data for a maximum period of 23 seconds.
However, there are other timing limitations, since the mpg will be servicing requests
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from other sources as well.  A reasonable rate would be to sample toroid through
injection for a one second period waiting 5 to 10 seconds between samples.

• The feedback job can acquire data at a predefined rate of 1Hz or 10Hz.

5. How can the BIC software synchronize bunch current data with a pulse id?
• In the mpg/bic shared memory, the mpg could supply the pulse id number along with

the bucket number to be filled.

6. Should the time period for sampling data using BPM Buffered Acquisition be fixed or
entered from a panel by the operator?

Proposed Solutions in Outline
Three possible solutions with varying degrees of software and hardware effort are
discussed below:

I) The first solution is the simplest and least expensive; and is to utilize as much existing
software and hardware as possible. By taking this approach two methods arise for
sampling toroid data. The first method would use the callable interface to the SLC BPM
Buffered Acquisition Utility. This utility can acquire toroid pulse-by-pulse data with
corresponding pulse id. Although this method would provided the desired type of data,
limitations on the amount and the duration of continuous data collection are imposedt
These restrictions exists as a means to avoid competition for micro resources between
a buffered acquisition and the feedback job. An alternative method would be to modify
the feedback job in the micro to collect toroid data. The feedback job currently saves
1,000 points of feedback data in an internal ring buffer for the devices listed in a
feedback loop. This method eliminates the competition for micro resources. In addition
since feedback already knows about bpm’s and a toroid is considered  a type of bpm,
the feedback job would only need to be taught about a new bpm type. The toroid data
from the feedback job can be requested from the Alpha using the SLC message
service.

The use of the BPM Buffered Acquisition would require a standalone routine or SCP
function to be written on the Alpha which calls bufacq_takedata() to sample data for a
period of 1 second, waiting approximately 5 to 10 seconds between samples.
Alternatively,  this  function could request toroid data from the feedback job. The
process would then ship the toroid and pulse id data into EPICS channels on the BIC
ioc (BIC06PEP00) via channel access.

In addition, the MPG job on micro MP00 will need to be modified such that the PEP-II
Bunch Injection Control data shared between the MPG and the BIC via bit3 shared
memory (DPR), includes pulse id data. The change to the existing data structure shared
between the two micros will need to be decided between Tony G. and Ron C.

Software on the BIC ioc will also need to be written to analyze the toroid data, unless it
is decided that the data analysis will be done on the Alpha. If the analysis is done on the
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BIC ioc and depending upon the complexity of the analysis, EPICS device support or a
sequence may need to be written.

II) The second proposal is to investigate the possibility of purchasing VME modules
from industry that would provide the monitor and control of the toroid device from
EPICS. In addition to new hardware, this would require EPICS asynchronous driver and
device support to be written to acquire the toroid data on a pulse by pulse basis. Also,
software will be needed to perform toroid calibration. This option would take more time
and is more complex than solution #1.

III) The third proposal is to use the existing CAMAC hardware and MP00 software, but
to add new hardware that would be able to interrupt the VME when the TCM module
had completed converting its data and is ready to be read. This data as well as pulse id
data could be passed through a black box to a VME module in the BIC ioc. This would
require unknown hardware as well as EPICS async device and driver support. It is
unclear, since the black box is an unknown, if software will be required on the micro end
as well.

Implementation
The Bunch Injection Efficiency will require software for three different platforms, the
DEC Alpha, VME ioc running EPICS and an RMX Micro.

The DEC Alpha will require new panel buttons to be added to the HER Bunch Current
Monitor Panel and LER Bunch Current Monitor Panel. Each panel will have two buttons
added, a "Enable/Disabl Inj Effec" toggle button and a "Disply Inj Effec" button. The
toggle button will use Channel Access to toggle an EPICS Binary output channel on
BIC06PEP00. This may require a modification of the SCP software that currently allows
Channel Access puts to EPICS Analog output channel, to recognize EPICS Binary
output channels as well. The display button will use the SLC Correlation Plot Facility to
display a plot on the SCP graphics window. Correlation Plots uses Channel Access to
retrieve the data from the EPICS database for display.

The VME ioc BIC06PEP00 will require new software to correlate the toroid and
measured bunch current data and store this data into EPICS channels. Two tasks will
be spawned to correlate the data for each ring, BicCorr_HER and BicCorr_LER. These
tasks will pend on a binary semaphore waiting for the injecting state of their respective
ring to change from "Quiescent" to "Injecting". The tasks will return to a pending state
when the injecting state for that ring has changes from "Injecting" to Quiescent" or the
software enable button on the scp and/or EPICS Display has been toggled by an
operator from "Enabled" to "Disabled".
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